Design and Observation of Biphase TiO2 Crystal with Perfect Junction.
Bicrystalline materials have wide applications from silicon chips to photocatalysis, but the controlled synthesis of nanocrytals with ordered phase junction has been challenging, in particular via chemical synesthetic routes. Here, we propose a general strategy to design biphase crystals formed via partial solid-to-solid phase transition with perfect phase junction, e.g., being atomically sharp and built of two particular sets of epitaxially joined planes of the two component phases, and present such an example by designing, synthesizing, and characterizing the interface of two TiO2 phases, namely, TiO2-B/anatase biphase nanocrystals that are obtained conveniently via one-pot chemical synthesis. Our design strategy classifies the common solid-to-solid phase transition into three types that are distinguishable by using the newly developed stochastic surface walking (SSW) method for unbiased pathway sampling. Only Type-I crystal is predicted to possess perfect phase junction, where the phase transition involves one and only one propagation direction featuring single pathway phase transition containing only one elementary kinetic step. The method is applicable for the understanding and the design of heterophase materials via partial phase transition in general.